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Cloud-based camera localization enables many AR and robotics applications. However, the fact that query
images from the user’s device or derived image features are uploaded and processed on the cloud, raises
potential privacy concerns. To address this concern, we propose a new privacy-preserving camera pose
estimation approach that conceals the query image content yet allows the camera pose to be estimated.
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A 2D image point backprojects to a ray
which must intersects the corresponding
3D point. This provides two constraints.

A 2D image line backprojects to a plane which
must intersect the corresponding 3D Point.
Each correspondence provides one constraint.
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Camera Pose estimation using Confidential Maps
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Confidential Queries

• Each 2D point is lifted to a 2D line with a random direction that passes through the original 2D point.
• The 2D point is discarded and only the 2D line and its associated feature descriptor is sent to the server.

Our problem can be solved with a
Point-to-Plane solver [49]. We have also
proposed several specialized variants
many of which are quite efficient, when
additional information is known (scale,
gravity, etc.), leveraging existing
minimal solvers [14,25,49,61-64].
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[25] Lee et al. 2016
[49] Ramalingam et al. 2013
[61] Stewenius et al. 2005
[62] Sweeney et al. 2015a
[63] Sweeney et al. 2015b
[64] Sweeney et al. 2014

Internet Photo Collection. Statistics on the left, localization
errors for single-image scenario as box plots on the right.

Confidential Query + Confidential Map. The confidential query can be
combined with the 3D line cloud map representation proposed in [Speciale
et al. CVPR 2019]. The underlying minimal solver maps to the 6-pt.
Generalized relative pose [Stewenius et al. 2005] or 4-pt generalized
relative pose [Sweeney et al. 2015] with known vertical direction.

Our methods (see below) are denoted l*P (2D line-to-3D point) and L*P (3D line-to-3D point) – multiple
image queries (prefix m), known vertical direction (+u)), known 3D structure (+λ) and known scale (+s).
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Camera Pose Estimation Errors Plots. Cumulative rotation and
translation error histograms for all 16 evaluated methods.

• New pose estimation method is quite accurate and robust.
• Negligible loss of accuracy compared to regular methods.
• Specialized solvers are efficient, suitable for real-time impl.

Measurement Noise Sensitivity. Rotation and translation
errors for varying Gaussian noise level on the measurements.

Conclusions
• Privacy-preserving camera localization technique where the query image is concealed, suitable for cloud-based services.
• Can also handle confidential queries and confidential maps.
• Our new privacy preserving methods map to well-known minimal solvers. Accurate and computationally efficient.
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